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ABSTRACT

Translation of design insights structured as a feature and functionalities in the user cent red design process, it needs iterations to arrange and decide visual elements. This paper talks about the novel model of organizing insights and design elements to bridge the gap between functional design requirements as well as technical implementation in any digital application development.
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INTRODUCTION TO PSAV METHOD

The introduced method focuses on bridging the user’s mental model to that of designer’s mental model for any scenario in Human Machine Interaction design. It is a process of design which helps designers- personalize the user required functions in order to-

- To arrange personalized tasks and functions for users.
- To align the design elements as the primary sensory input for the users.
- To align these objectives to the selection criteria, which provides the switch for action to the user.
- To propagate the flow through action elements in order to proceed towards the process completion.
- To align the perceived information with the final output of the process.

PSAV MODEL (PROCESS)

- The PSAV model process helps designers to understand the requirements of the design and extract them out into the matrix of “PSAV”.
- PSAV design method intent to reduce the cognitive load from the user and directs them towards making a decision or the action required to proceed which is followed by validation of the action results.
- IOT, Service design, enterprise application, interfaces for medical devices, in brief the objective oriented Human Machine Interaction applications are not meant to engage the user for a long time, especially for the purpose of finding and figuring out what to do and when to do and how doing it.
PHILOSOPHY OF THE METHOD

For completion of any process the cognitive challenges of what, why, where & when put unnecessary cognitive load on the users which hinder the decision of selection. It is a set of a process model and a matrix which provides a guided path towards the visibility of the content for the user to operate/interact with.

There is no one way to practice design methods. John Chris Jones once recognized this by stating:

"Methodology should not be a fixed track to a fixed destination, but a conversation about everything that could be made to happen. The language of the conversation must bridge the logical gap between past and future, but in doing so it should not limit the variety of possible futures that are discussed nor should it force the choice of a future that is unfree."

PSAV method focuses on minimizing the diversions for the user by providing the simple interactions and interface points. The philosophical purpose of this method is to develop a strategy in design operations in the competitive existence of the products, for managing design related requirements, too fast process the design meta steps.

PSAV MODEL MATRIX

In this section paper talks about the Model matrix, an illustration of the matrix is shown in Figure 2 below.

- **Quadrant of ‘Perceive’**: In this quadrant designers are supposed to write all the elements which convey-
  - Objective of the interactive process
  - Required interaction for the user

![Figure 1: PSAV Process and Key Reasoning Points](image1)

![Figure 2: PSAV Data Arrangement Model Matrix](image2)
- Functionalities that lead towards the next step of the process.
- Interactive, functional, objective, specific information in any media format suitable for the user.

The purpose of this Perceive quadrant is to classify and chart out all the requirements/needs which may lead towards the process initiation. The elements in the perceive quadrant have the basic characteristics of defining “What” the user should perceive

- **Quadrant of ‘Select’**: A design can have as many perspectives as many user there could be, but for certain there are at least two perspectives, one of the designer’s and one of the user’s. Shortest route of jumping to the next step of the process must be available for the user. As shown in fig- 1PSAV method has applicability in defining any application of multiple layers. These layers can comprise of three basic kinds-
  - Flow system
  - Meta process of User flow
  - Interaction definition

The purpose of this quadrant is to organize the keys/Switches which are meant to initiate an active process. It can be identified as the trigger for the action initiation. These trigger receive the command from the user to proceed to the next step. These triggers are inventive in nature and must be able, to interact with the user as well as capture the exact interactive commands in response.

- **Quadrant of ‘Act’**: It is a progressive section of ‘select’, where a selection has been made by a user and now system is required to produce/present the correct actionable interaction or information to proceed. The actions can be as follows-
  - Arrangement of actions requirements
  - Type of actions
  - Action sequence

- **Quadrant of Validation**: Once an action has been performed system should be able to validate the action results. This validation must also be extended to the user in the preferred perceivable format. In this section the validation key, commands and messages in the format preferable to users are required to be present.

**COMPATIBILITY ESTABLISHMENT**

PSAV model is an agile design methodology which enables a designer to create a highly interactive system design at the macro and micro level as shown in Figure 3. PSAV process has its applicability in the area of user experience design and concerned areas of Human Computer Interaction design. Key compatibilities of the method are listed below-

- PSAV method is compatible with the Lean Framework of development.
- PSAV method is compatible with Agile Framework
- PSAV method is compatible User centric design process
CONCLUSIVE VALIDATION

This section refers to the experiment published by the author for the application of Perceive – Select- Act- Validate method without actually describing the actual method. A set of process optimization exercises were conducted and recorded as a part of this experiment. The information collected from the experiment was further analyzed for its applicability. Process optimization is considered one of the pillars of the user experience design. PSAV model methodology was tested for improving the user experience in this set of experiment. As shown in the Figure 4 below, it can be observed that a significant reduction in the process steps were achieved through the PSAV model methodology application in user experience design process.

The output of the experiment supports the applicability of PSAV method in the area of user experience design. It shall be noted here that a well-defined problem statement and meaningful insights supports the agile implementation of the PSAV method. It was also empirical during the experiment that to apply the PSAV model contextual research or understanding is needed on the designer’s part.

APPLICATION AREAS

Application of PSAV method can effectively be utilized in Human Computer Interaction Design, Interaction and interface design for IOT devices, Mobile web application, interface and interaction design, system design, medical device applications.
design, however not limited to. It is also helpful in the development phase of any project concerning the digital application of information technology.
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